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Meridian proudly introduces the Seed Express 405SLD. It
has the industry leading 14'6" Discharge height, a steep cone design
optimizing clean out and the time saving self-loading feature. The new
405SLD remains First in Innovation.
QUALITY FEATURES and Benefits.
The 405SLD seed tenders comes standard with a 24' conveyor and a 14'6" discharge height.
This seed tender allows for easy fill of most bulk fill and box hopper planters and drills.
The 405SLD seed tender has electronic load sensing hydraulic system with dedicated
hydraulic channels that creates an extremely smooth operation of the seed tender
The 405SLD seed tender comes with either a 6" or 8" conveyor option.
These provide industry leading 1200#/min (6") or 2500#/min (8") unload capacity.
The Innovative Self-loading feature allows the producer to use the conveyor independently for
other farm needs including the self loading of the Seed Tender.
This can be a great time saver in addition to effective utilization of equipment.

24’ CONVEYOR WITH MAXIMUM DISCHARGE OF 15’
UNMATCHED UNLOAD CAPACITY UP TO 2500#/MIN
STEEP ANGLE HOPPER DESIGN
LOAD SENSING HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Scan to watch
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24’ CONVEYOR
Industry leading 15’ discharge height allows for
easy fill of most bulk fill and box hopper planters
or seed drills.
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Each function has a dedicated Hydraulic channel.
This creates an extremely smooth operation for
seed tender functions with manual override.

405 SLD

UNMATCHED UNLOAD CAPACITY
405 SLD comes standard with 8” x 24’ conveyor
with Meridian’s patented cleated belt design that
unloads up to 2500#/min.
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8” Conveyor
This can be a great time
saver in addition to effective utilization of equipment.
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Proudly Manufactured in the USA

